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TOP ACT

The Edelwies Nature and Leisure

Park in the Bavarian Forest

wanted   to present a swing to its

visitors that would primarily

appeal   to the whole family.

D
uring the search for the ideal project partner,

both Managing Directors Rudolf Steinbauer

and Dr. Andreas Friedrich quickly found what they

were looking for at Ride Engi -

neers Switzerland, as they

had already had good busi -

ness experiences with cur-

rent RES employees. The

basic   principle of the swing designed as a result, is

indeed a real novelty with a new combination of ride

experiences. The idea of two rotating drive arms,

each combined with a free-swinging passenger

gondola, convinced the operators from the start,

and the attraction was commissioned immediately.

But after delays in the approval process and due to

the well-known Corona circumstances, the opening

of the "Super Swing M" took place almost a year later

than planned.

The “Super Swing M” is a tower construction

equipped   with two swinging arms, each with two

rows of seats, accommodating five persons per row

(back to back). The individual lap bars, complying

with today's safety standards and ensure a pleasant

and safe ride. The height restriction for children

accompanied   by adults of 1.05 metres originally set

by RES was corrected to 90 cm during TÜV ap -

Super Swing M
Text:                    Wolfgang Payer

Photos:               movemotions

                            Wolfgang Payer

Huge swing fun like

never before because two

rotations overlap
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proval inspections, which means a clear added value

for the park operator. The space required for the

swing, which is 18 metres high in total, is 16 by 18

metres; the maximum flight height is 12 metres. With

a ride time of 90 seconds, the theoretical capacity is

480 people per hour.

Whilst the arms swing in opposite directions to each

other, an additional joint provides the exciting feeling

of free falling downwards, or a feeling of lifting off

before   reaching the upper end of the ride. The result

is a completely new swing feeling and is guaranteed

fun for the whole family! Park visitors as well as park

operators are equally enthusiastic.



The new highlight among family rides led to the first

award for this ride type, which received a European

Star Award in the category “Best New Rides 2021”.

We would like to congratulate all those involved

once again! In addition to the two-arm “Super Swing

M”, RES also offers a one-armed “S” version with

half the capacity. From the total of three RES rides

sold, the first two were thus realised at the park: The

"Super Swing M" and a "Family Dual Wheel" were

opened in 2021; the third ride will follow in spring

2022. We look forward to this attraction with eager

anticipation.                                                               n
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